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About the Author
 Simon Jimenez’s short fiction has appeared in Canyon Voices and 100 Word Story’s anthology of flash fiction, Nothing Short Of. He received his MFA from Emerson College. The Vanished Birds is his first novel.
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 The Spear Cuts Through Water
 Simon Jimenez
  Two warriors shepherd an ancient god across a broken land to end the tyrannical reign of a royal family in this new epic fantasy from the author of The Vanished Birds.
The people suffer under the centuries-long rule of the Moon Throne. The royal family—the despotic emperor and his monstrous sons, the Three Terrors—hold the countryside in their choking grip. They bleed the land and oppress the citizens with the frightful powers they inherited from the god locked under their palace.
But that god cannot be contained forever.
With the aid of Jun, a guard broken by his guilt-stricken past, and Keema, an outcast fighting for his future, the god escapes from her royal captivity and flees from her own children, the triplet Terrors who would drag her back to her unholy prison. And so it is that she embarks with her young companions on a five-day pilgrimage in search of freedom—and a way to end the Moon Throne forever. The journey ahead will be more dangerous than any of them could have imagined.
Both a sweeping adventure story and an intimate exploration of identity, legacy, and belonging, The Spear Cuts Through Water is an ambitious and profound saga that will transport and transform you—and is like nothing you’ve ever read before.
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Book Club Kit

  A book club kit for The Spear Cuts Through Water. Complete with an introduction from the author, a map of The Land, an author-curated playlist, and discussion questions to get the conversation started.


   Download Now



Playlist
 From the dark the voices come. 
Listen to the mystical, high-energy music that inspired Simon Jimenez while writing The Spear Cuts Through Water. Available now on Spotify.
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 The Vanished Birds
 Simon Jimenez
  A “highly imaginative and utterly exhilarating” (Thrillist) debut that is “the best of what science fiction can be: a thought-provoking, heartrending story about the choices that define our lives” (Kirkus Reviews, Best Debut Fiction and Best Science Fiction & Fantasy of the Year).
FINALIST FOR THE LOCUS AWARD • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TORDOTCOM AND KIRKUS REVIEWS
A mysterious child lands in the care of a solitary woman, changing both of their lives forever.  
I expected many things from this trip. I did not expect a family. 
A ship captain, unfettered from time. A mute child, burdened with unimaginable power. A millennia-old woman, haunted by lifetimes of mistakes. In this captivating debut of connection across space and time, these outsiders will find in each other the things they lack: a place of love and belonging. A safe haven. A new beginning. 
But the past hungers for them, and when it catches up, it threatens to tear this makeshift family apart.   
Praise for The Vanished Birds
“This is the most impressive debut of 2020.”—Locus
“This extraordinary science fiction epic, which delves deep into the perils of failing to learn from one’s mistakes, is perfect for fans of big ideas and intimate reflections.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“A lyrical and moving narrative of space travel, found families, and lost loves set against an evocative space-opera background.”—Booklist (starred review)
 
“The Vanished Birds finds an intimate heartbeat of longing in a saga of galactic progress and its crushing fallout. . . . A novel of vast scope that yet makes time for compassion, wonder, and poetry.”—Indra Das, author of The Devourers
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 Audiobook Edition
 Read by Shayna Small
Press the "Play" button to listen to an audio clip.
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Book Club Kit

  A book club kit for The Vanished Birds. Complete with an introduction from the author and discussion questions to get the conversation started.


   Download Now



Inquiries

  Publicity inquiries can be sent to David Moench (dmoench@penguinrandomhouse.com).
For translation and film rights, please reach out to Sara Megibow (sara@ktliterary.com), and for other rights inquiries please reach out to Denise Cronin (decronin@penguinrandomhouse.com).
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